The R2i2 Delta Extreme is an intuitive, remotely operated robotic system designed for inspection and reconnaissance missions inside of confined spaces and hazardous environments. Typical applications include search and rescue, duct inspection, culvert inspection and remote monitoring in nuclear power plants. Specially designed track belts provide optimal traction performance in a wide variety of environments, including sandy and muddy conditions. And, with the optional LCD monitor, recorder and battery pack, you can take the Delta Extreme robot anywhere you need to go.

WHERE TO BUY

CANADA Recce Robotics International, Inc.
4504 Bissenden Place
Victoria, BC, Canada V8N 3K4
Tel: +1 250-483-7410 Fax: +1 250-665-4896
CONTACT@RECCE-ROBOTICS.COM

USA Inuktun US, LLC
103 Rio Rancho Drive NE, Suite A-6,
Rio Rancho, New Mexico 87124
Phone +1 505-994-0702 Fax +1 505-994-0726
INFO@INUKTUN.US

EUROPE Inuktun Europe Ltd
Unit 3 Crombie House, Grandholm Village, Bridge of Don,
Aberdeen, Scotland AB22 8BD,
UK Phone +44.1224.701444 Fax +44.1224.853860
INFO@INUKTUN-EUROPE.COM

SOUTH ASIA
Green Tech Asia Pte Ltd. 16 Boon Lay Way, #10-43 TradeHub21
Singapore, 609965
Phone +65.9383.6270 Fax +65.6795.4222
INFO@INUKTUN-ASIA.COM

FOR MORE INFORMATION
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT
www.recce-robotics.com
Designed to excel in challenging environments the R2i2 Delta Extreme is exceptionally portable – the entire system can fit into a backpack and can be deployed and operated by a single person.

Although small in size, the vehicle is capable of navigating through tight spaces, over objects and around obstacles due to its shape changing capabilities. Common applications for the R2i2 Delta Extreme include pipe infrastructure inspection, tank and tunnel surveillance, underwater inspection, and Search And Rescue (SAR).

Applications
- Search and rescue
- Pipe and culvert inspection
- Military/security surveillance
- Confined space exploration
- Navigation of rough terrain

Benefits
- Portable and lightweight
- Intuitive control
- Bi-directional audio
- Small size for confined spaces
- Waterproof to 33’/10m
- Durable and rugged